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Abstract

The need for U.S. forces, and the Army in particular, to conduct operations in complex environments integrated with multinational partners is well founded both in contemporary experiences and strategic guidance. In order to synchronize with these mission partners, U.S. forces must be willing and able to share digital information at operational and tactical levels with trusted coalition forces. In spite of this widely recognized requirement, the U.S. Army still has no single interoperable allied mission network available for rapid deployment. As a result, Army organizations are unable to realize the full potential of the Regionally Aligned Forces (RAF) initiative or mission command doctrine. The lack of a sustainable coalition network, or Mission Partner Environment (MPE), further prevents Army units from rapidly integrating or maintaining command and control with multinational partners as required by combatant commanders. This study reviews the history of these shortcomings and explores the Afghanistan experience to support specific recommendations for the emerging MPE. The relative success of the Afghan Mission Network (AMN) makes the case for the using common operational priorities (“mission threads”) as the basis for network security architecture. This examination will show the MPE must be included and prioritized within Army network programs of record and that policy must shift to allow more flexible risk assessment with respect to information sharing in support of current and future multinational operations.
Introduction

In February 2015, the deputy commanders of five major U.S. combatant commands sent a mutually signed memo to Department of Defense (DoD) officials requesting the accelerated fielding of a warfighting network to enable information sharing between multinational coalition partners. This powerful document became known as the "15-star memo", as it was signed by five three star general officers: the deputy commanders of the Special Operations Command and four regional commands (Africa Command, Central Command, European Command, and Pacific Command). On behalf of their powerful 4-star combatant commanders, the deputies asked the Pentagon for financial and technical support to build a common multinational information network. They urged the DoD's chief information officer to complete initial deployment of this proposed Mission Partner Environment (MPE) no later than the end of fiscal year 2016. The MPE aims to provide a contingency communications network that is both effective across the range of military operations and useful to both U.S. and non-U.S. coalition military and nonmilitary partners.

This broad expression of unity between multiple senior officers reflected the latest high-water mark by a rising tide borne of both the opportunities and frustrations of a changing operational environment. "The past decade of military operations has provided the DoD with many enduring lessons that must be applied to the current and future joint force. From major combat operations to humanitarian relief efforts, the United States has encountered a challenging and complex operational environment including asymmetric threats and an array of actors."¹

Thesis

This study will demonstrate that in spite of tremendous progress towards developing technical solutions for multinational information sharing at the joint and strategic levels
(particularly in Afghanistan), this progress has not translated adequately into sustainable solutions required by U.S. Army formations to support combatant commanders. As a result, this shortcoming constrains Army commanders’ ability to fight effectively as Regionally Aligned Forces (RAFs) within a joint, multinational, and interagency environment. Furthermore, the continued lack of a common MPE solution inhibits Army forces from realizing the full potential of their "Mission Command" leadership philosophy. Taken together, these deficiencies will prevent Army forces from effectively planning, synchronizing, and fighting within the certain multinational environment of the joint force. This study will draw lessons from these findings that should inform future development of the MPE.²

Background

As evidenced by a broadening and increasingly complex range of current and anticipated worldwide operations, to include conflict areas such as Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, and Syria, commanders understand that joint forces must be prepared to conduct missions both operationally and organizationally integrated at the lowest levels with allies, coalition members, interagency partners, non-governmental organizations, volunteer groups, and others. These complex regional conflicts may include operations involving irregular warfare, counterinsurgency, nation building, counter-narcotics, and cross-border sanctuaries. These operations require information sharing of a broad array of digital information, including: operational force disposition, intelligence information, mission requirements for coordination of coalition forces, theater ballistic missile defense, chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) threat warning, regional military and civil air movement scheduling, and more.³ With coalition entities each becoming increasingly dependent on data networks for all aspects of operations, cooperation and communication across organizational boundaries means
interoperability, or the ability to exchange useful data between systems and applications. Joint operations conducted in close cooperation with coalition partners in the face of complex threats can no longer afford to rely on separate national secret networks within carefully partitioned physical spaces.4

The increasing importance of interoperability in multinational operations is well founded in contemporary strategic guidance issued by both the DoD and the Army. Following multinational experiences in Kosovo, the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) identified "information technology and innovative concepts to develop interoperable Joint [command and control]" as one of six key operational goals to receive DoD investment resources for the purpose of "deterring conflict and conducting military operations."5 The document further details the need for "high-capacity, interoperable communications systems that can rapidly transmit information over secure, jam-resistant datalinks to support joint forces."6 It recognized that future operations would not only be joint, but would also include reserve components, civilian specialist, interagency partners, and coalition forces. Interestingly, even this early document recognized that "the effectiveness of these operations will depend upon the ability of DoD to share information and collaborate externally as well as internally."7

A few years later, following substantial U.S. and coalition interventions into Iraq and Afghanistan, the DoD continued to emphasize interoperable multinational operations as a key operational capability. One of the eight operational capabilities identified as a focus of defense transformation in the 2005 National Defense Strategy was "increasing capabilities of partners (international and domestic) [through]... combined concept development and experimentation; information sharing; and combined command and control."8 The next year's QDR also directed the development of "an information-sharing strategy to guide operations with federal, state, local
and coalition partners” and identified additional priorities such as "strengthening interagency operations" and "working with international allies and partners".

Early efforts to provide the shared networks required to support these strategic data sharing requirements generally took the form of a specially protected shared network, or enclave, with an architecture customized for specific multinational operations or requirements. In this approach, a coalition lead nation (typically the U.S.) would provide shared access to a secret ("classified") network using common software applications, mutually negotiated cost-sharing agreements, and shared technical support. The U.S. developed tailored agreements to provide physically isolated networks shared between the U.S. and a second country (bilateral) or with additional partners (multilateral). This family of shared network enclaves would be known collectively as the Combined Enterprise Regional Information Exchange System (CENTRIXS).

In practice, there was no interconnection between the various partner networks, so operators would refer to each CENTRIXS "flavor" separately relative to the particular network partner. In almost all cases, the lead nation (U.S.) would retain final authority over the network infrastructure, connections to other networks or data feeds, security controls, and (most critically) the network encryption. While the shared enclave solution allowed the lead nation to share its investments and tested solutions, it necessarily limited the other participants to client status with little vote in how or when they would share information.

**Limitations of the Lead Nation Solution**

As other nations developed and deployed their own national mission networks integrated across their internal command and control (frequently in parallel to CENTRIXS participation), their reliance on CENTRIXS would become problematic. As CENTRIXS was largely lead nation developed, designed, and controlled, it did not always meet the specific requirements or
needs of the non-U.S. mission partner. Simple interface issues such as English-only software or keyboards and limited prioritization of English-only support desk staff became significant hurdles to widespread adoption. Limited partner acceptance of U.S.-provided shared enclaves resulted in poorly coordinated planning, movements, and responses between partner forces. More significantly, partner nation forces found it difficult to trust an information sharing system over which they had no authority or security controls. Depending almost wholly on a lead nation for the encryption, security, network management, and support meant the partner nation did not share full ownership of the network, and thus was unable to fully share trust as well.

Because multinational networks were regional in nature and generally considered unique to each command's area of responsibility, the planning and implementation for each network remained a transaction between the CCMD, the participating nations, and the U.S. DoD's Assistant Secretary of Defense (ASD) for Networks and Information Integration (NII). While this arrangement attempted to broker agreements, policy, and technical solutions for the limited sharing required at the CCMD headquarters' level, it did not field multinational information systems throughout the service-specific formations serving as components for CCMD missions. Accordingly, the services remained dependent on U.S.-only information sharing policy and networks. A British Navy captain lamented that coalition operation with U.S. forces created an artificially degraded communications environment. "Citing examples in exercises, he noted that U.S. and British ships have no problem sharing information through CENTRIXS, which is designed to provide interoperability between close allies. However, as soon as combat began, U.S. ships would revert to using the SIPRNet, which would leave only the British ships using CENTRIXS. As a result, neither fleet could alert each other to threats or other key situational awareness changes."
Within the U.S. Army, network service providers, information security policy, and communications fielding programs remained responsible and resourced (funded) only for U.S.-only networks. As a result, deployed Army organizations continued to rely primarily on SIPRNet systems for command and control. "These early efforts at mission partner coordination were marked by heavy use of liaison officers and the manual (air gap) data transfers among American, allied, and coalition networks. This information sharing process is slow and subject to errors, and it does not achieve the intended unity of effort or speed of command to deliver the required operational effects."\(^{14}\) Both commanders and staff routinely complained of having to use multiple computer terminals for each classified network and the difficulty to move even unclassified information between those networks.\(^{15}\)

**Afghanistan Experiences**

In Afghanistan, the operational dynamics would force International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) leadership to seek a more coherent and enduring approach to information sharing. As ISAF expanded operations throughout the country, it added more members and partnering organizations. By 2010, ISAF represented more than 48 countries (including all 28 NATO members) and interacted with many non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and Afghan partner institutions. Significantly, nearly a third of the total coalition strength consisted of non-U.S. troops, with non-U.S. commanders in charge of vast areas of inhospitable geography. The enormous size and scope of this mission created incredibly complex information sharing requirements between multinational forces at the division level and below, with forces conducting a broad range of activities, to include humanitarian assistance, stability operations, counterinsurgency operations, and combat operations.\(^{16}\)

To gain full advantage of the coalition against this diverse set of missions, "commanders
needed the flexibility to mix U.S. and non-U.S. formations down to the company level.” In spite of this, ISAF did not have a common, shared mission network prior to 2006. This was due mostly to three interrelated reasons: individual nations' information and network sharing practices remained isolated ("stovepiped"); ingrained and centralized security concerns took precedence over operational urgency; and the difficulties with creating rigidly controlled connections ("guards") between different national networks, protocols, and mission command systems. Nevertheless, Afghanistan's difficult operational requirements provided fresh urgency to determine new ways to create unity of effort and improve coalition information sharing. The inability of commanders and staff to communicate equally, accurately, and urgently with all partners constrained ISAF's ability to direct forces, created fragmented mission command, and created unacceptable levels of risk to mission accomplishment. A commonly shared, secure coalition network became an operational necessity required to accomplish ISAF's campaign objectives in Afghanistan.

This shared network concept would grow into the Afghan Mission Network (AMN), originally beginning in 2008 by connecting an existing U.S. multilateral CENTRIXS network with a multilateral NATO network. The AMN grew due to recognition amongst senior staff that the existing data sharing methods (guards) across multiple networks were unreliable and did not support the dynamic, synchronous exchange of unstructured data (such as text chat or voice). These senior staff officers found that the use of rigid guards between isolated networks neither enabled effective information sharing nor provided information security. This finding was more about policy than technical solution, and the realization that the security-centric policy was not providing security or enabling operational success. Subsequent ISAF commanders would endorse this key understanding at the staff level, eventually requiring all partner nations to share
ISAF operational information through the AMN by connecting their own national ISAF-specific network enclaves.\textsuperscript{20}

The AMN marked the first widespread and large-scale use of a common federation of networks instead of the previous shared enclave method. As the mission lead, NATO provided and operated the core network while the members connected through national network extensions owned and governed by those nations within the overarching operational security, network security, and network operations governance established by NATO ISAF. This federation framework provided a significant advantage over the shared enclave approach, in that each national extension within the AMN is provisioned and operated with the resources and equipment that each participating nation provides. Critically, unlike the shared enclave approach, nations retained ownership and sovereignty over the networks they managed and the information protected within their respective national networks. The AMN federation approach gave the participating national partners ownership of their portion of the network, building trust in its utility and overcoming reservations associated with simply operating as clients on an extension from a shared enclave wholly controlled and administered by a lead nation.\textsuperscript{21}

This federation approach to information sharing, and the control it allowed participants, first required solving problems that were primarily non-technical in nature. For example, the participating nations agreed on common functional areas, or "mission threads", requiring mutual information sharing. Mission threads included Joint Fires, Force Protection, Counter-Improvised Explosive Device, and more. These agreements on shared operational taxonomy and priorities are significant because they forced alignment of the network architecture to support the specific mission threads. While the different troop contributing nations might use separate information sharing processes and applications within these mission threads, participation in the AMN
required the common harmonization, or interoperability, of protocols between partner forces. These interoperability challenges included aligning political considerations, operational procedures, and information formats, along with technical protocols. Resolving differences was not trivial, as it required establishing common information sharing policies, procedures, and governance within a coalition of more than 40 countries within the context of existing national and multilateral networks of systems. General consensus on mission threads and governance was essential to the technical solutions that followed, allowing human-to-human interaction at all levels of command by means of AMN's core capabilities: interactive web browsing, email exchange (with attachments), text chat, voice-over-IP (VoIP), video teleconference (VTC), and shared address directory.

Achieving this consensus meant that each mission partner had to overcome the tension between information security (need to know) and the requirement to collaborate (need to share). For the U.S., this problem is not unique to Afghanistan or the AMN. In fact, several other regional CCMDs have invested significant resources and staff effort in developing similar multilateral sharing networks in efforts to achieve multinational information sharing in accordance with national guidance. The AMN demonstrates that commands must recognize the tradeoff between need to know and need to share, and should be prepared to ease restrictions with the former in order to achieve higher degrees of the later. Furthermore, the AMN concept of mission threads provides the baseline for common data organization, sharing, and analysis at the core of any partner mission network. The dual lessons of accepting prudent risk and developing common operational priorities (mission threads) should guide the development of future mission partner information sharing initiatives. Unfortunately, because of the continued theater-specific
approach to multinational information sharing, much of the AMN's design and success would remain exclusive to the Afghanistan mission and theater.

**AMN Lesson Unrealized**

While the AMN shares common policy lessons and mission requirements with similar information sharing efforts outside of Afghanistan, its actual implementation and execution remains unique to the ISAF mission. In fact, a few short years after the establishment of the AMN, there would be nothing comparable for U.S. partners in the Operation Inherent Resolve campaign operating in northern Iraq and Syria. The J6 of the U.S. regional command overseeing the operation observed, "Every time we stood up a new coalition for a new crisis, it has required establishment of additional hardware and additional points of presence, to create a new network depending on the makeup and composition of the coalition... With no standard infrastructure in place to handle 'secret releasable' coalition data, commanders have to rely on customized systems."25 This frustration expressed by the senior communications officer of a U.S. regional combatant command stood in sharp contrast to recurring strategic guidance, which since 2001, consistently identified multinational operations and information sharing as strategic priorities. This disconnect indicates a gap between the requirement for multinational operations as recognized by U.S. national leadership and the tools services provide to commanders to effect these operations.

This discrepancy between requirements and capability is rooted in the DoD's strategy of enabling the regional commands to develop their own coalition networks with relative independence. While this approach allows regional commands to tailor solutions specific to their own policy and sharing requirements, it does so at the cost of sustainability over time and interchangeability between operations and partners. The lack of a common solution prevents
U.S. service components from developing or fielding their own mission partner networks and interfaces to provide for the CCMD's information sharing requirements. In short, this prevents a service component (such as an Army unit) from deploying ready to fight into a regional command's area of responsibility. In spite of over a decade's worth of DoD strategic guidance directing multinational information sharing, and notwithstanding the operational experiences with the AMN, the U.S. Army's Director of Army Enterprise Architecture still recognized this shortcoming as capability gap in 2014. He wrote, "Currently, there is no single interoperable allied mission network that is available for immediate deployment."  

The Army further documents its limitations in fielding and sustaining a mission partner network in Army Regulation (AR) 25-2, "Information Assurance," its fundamental cybersecurity policy publication. Reflecting the lack of common architecture or funding for a common interoperable multinational network environment, which the regulation terms as joint interagency multinational (JIM) networks, the document explicitly formalizes strict limitations on Army enterprise support for coalition networks. It is significant because it specifies what the Army will not provide regarding mission partner networks, as opposed to what it will. Specifically, the document directs that JIM networks will not "require Army network and systems management, systems administration, or maintenance and repair support... [or] require Army to provide security oversight, management, or services... [or] receive Army funding for implementation at the location."  

Curiously, the regulation does not specify what entity would be responsible for providing these types of resources or governance for mission partner networks. Based on this language, as well as the previously identified roles and practices within the DoD, a commander reasonably assumes that the Army enterprise considers the provisioning of a mission partner environment to be a matter of negotiation between CCMDs and their assigned Army units. This
negotiation, along with the subsequent provisioning of a bespoke and ad-hoc information sharing network, robs the commander and his forces of valuable preparation and planning time, and prevents the commander and his staff from synchronizing their operations with their coalition counterparts.

**Army Shift To Regionally Aligned Forces**

Unfortunately, the continued primary reliance on U.S.-only networks and the lack of a common MPE solution fail to meet the information sharing needs of the tactical commanders, especially as the Army transitions to a model of Regionally Aligned Forces (RAF) by assigning units to specific CCMDs for the purposes of planning, exercises, and training for specific regional operations and contingencies. The RAF initiative by the Secretary of the Army seeks to provide the CCMDs with mission-tailored, pre-assigned units "to support operational missions, bilateral and multilateral military exercises, and theater security cooperation activities." One senior division commander proposed "the regionally aligned headquarters can be the consistent face of the U.S. military for the members of the partner nation’s military and can establish long-term relationships to aid in building the capacity of our key allies." Inherent in this concept, with its explicit mission "to assist our joint, interagency, intergovernmental and multinational partners in building a stronger global security environment" and to "establish long term relationships" between people and organizations separated by wide geography is the requirement for a persistent and durable means for multinational communication and collaboration. This division commander sought to use a persistent multinational network in order to create daily interactions, staff repetition, and routine familiarity to increase trust and understanding with their multinational counterparts. Additionally, the commander sought for his unit to remain persistently connected in order to develop "a staff that has at least a basic
understanding of the operating environment" and ease the learning curve associated with deploying into a foreign conflict zone.\(^{33}\)

The RAF approach is, in part, an extension of the Army's command philosophy known as *mission command*. The foundations of mission command are outlined in the Army Doctrine Publication "Mission Command" which explicitly directs commanders and their staffs to build cohesive teams through mutual trust and shared understanding.\(^{34}\) The publication further includes multinational partners as part of a holistic team building effort by stating, "Effective commanders build teams within their own organizations and with *unified action partners* [emphasis added]... Unified action partners are those military forces [and] governmental and nongovernmental organizations... with whom Army forces plan, coordinate, synchronize, and integrate during the conduct of operations..."\(^{35}\) Implicit in this directive is the requirement to build trust with these partners through sharing information: "Uniting all the diverse capabilities necessary to achieve success in operations requires collaborative and cooperative efforts that focus those capabilities toward a common goal."\(^{36}\) The doctrine even captures the shifting balance away from the need to know to a need to share, stating bluntly, "The traditional view of communication within military organizations is that subordinates send commanders information, and commanders provide subordinates with decisions and instructions. Mission command requires interactive communications characterized by continuous vertical and horizontal feedback. Feedback provides the means to improve and confirm situational understanding."\(^{37}\)

In spite of the previously mentioned division commander's well-founded intent to fulfill both mission command doctrine and the Army chief of staff's direction, he found his efforts limited with respect to the mission partner environment. First, he noted "regional alignment should grant units access to forward networks from home station, but bureaucracy at multiple
levels (Army service component command, and CCMD) makes this a slow process and prevents an easy and seamless connection...”

Secondly, he found additional constraints in long-established policy and practices governing information sharing, finding "that the protocols for sharing information with coalition partners are neither fully established nor sourced. Issues here include an ingrained Army habit of over-classifying products and an associated foreign disclosure process that prevents the timely sharing of information with partners; both practices inhibit information sharing.”

The Army's established ad hoc, limited approach to the mission partner environment proved insufficient.

These findings should present no surprise. In spite of the RAF concept, the proven utility of the AMN, and more than a decade of strategic guidance pertaining to multinational operations and information sharing, Army information technology providers continue to develop and invest deeply in the SIPRNet as the Army's primary warfighting network at the expense of multinational information sharing. This is evidenced by mandated deployments of distributed network services and data tightly coupled to SIPRNet connectivity. For example, the Army mandates that units maintain SIPRNet connectivity to their tactical network systems through the Installation as a Docking Station (IADS) program, maintaining tightly coupled, persistent linkages to enterprise-managed intrusion detection and vulnerability reporting systems. These requirements effectively prevent Army units from re-purposing their primary deployable network equipment and resources for the mission partner environment. Furthermore, the lack of Army enterprise operations on and support to mission partner networks, as explicitly outlined in AR 25-2, prevents those same mandated intrusion detection and other enterprise services from existing on multinational networks. This results in degraded functionality on multinational networks relative to the heavily supported U.S.-only counterparts. Finally, the traditional design
of Army tactical networks, with computing power tied tightly to domain-specific storage mediums from the servers down to client computers, makes repurposing any equipment a labor-intensive, process-intensive, and non-trivial task akin to rebuilding a network from scratch. Considered in total, these policy, support, and material limitations "stack the deck" against any Army unit operating in a mission partner environment, resulting in units that are unable to rapidly coordinate or cooperate in operations with their multinational partners.

**Assessing Shortcomings and Opportunities**

There are several lessons drawn from this study to reinforce the actions requested by the "15-star memo" cited as introduction. First off, the requested action in the memo for the DoD CIO to "assign and align MPE capabilities to various established programs of record" is perhaps the most important and traditionally overlooked in terms of delivering a sustainable multinational network capability to Army units. As the DoD has not specifically tasked or funded the Army to deploy, operate, or maintain a specific mission partner environment network capability, the Army continues to misplace its efforts by developing and investing in the SIPRNet as the primary operational network. Accordingly, the supporting programs of record that provide network service, security, data, and equipment remain nearly exclusive to the SIPRNet. As current policy and design inhibits the flexible transfer of unit network equipment or data from the SIPRNet to a multinational network, units cannot meet the intent of the RAF concept or deploy to a CCMD area of responsibility fully ready to fight, as the unit would need further preparation to operate on the CCMD’s designated mission partner environment.

Secondly, the Army must begin implementing specific changes in policy and technical authorities in anticipation of a common mission partner environment network and more appropriately aligned with the Army’s mission command precepts. In accordance with the
strategic guidance documents cited in this study, Army network authorities and service providers must provide for units to conduct future operations primarily in the mission partner environment, with SIPRNet being the exception. Operational experiences in Bosnia, Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere further underscore this urgent need. Specifically, the Army must shift away from its reliance on automated network guards and rigid foreign disclosure policy as means to limit and control the sharing of information. These controls, while well intended, neither allows for effective mission command nor provide for effective information security. Instead, the Army should consider user-based enforcement (UBE) that delegates both the responsibility and authority for information sharing to trained and trusted staff members. Additionally, operational Army headquarters at the appropriate level (such as the Army service component or a Corps headquarters) or comparable network service providers (such as a Regional Cyber Center or theater network service provider) should be empowered and resourced to provide a minimal level of enterprise services for intrusion detection and vulnerability reporting within the mission partner environment, much as currently exists on SIPRNet as Army enterprise-provided services. These changes will allow the Army to align its information sharing and network management policies with four of its mission command principals: build cohesive teams through mutual trust, create shared understanding, exercise disciplined initiative, and accept prudent risk.

Finally, the Army must engage with the DoD CIO to ensure integration of Army tactical networks and mission command systems (specialized Army systems) as part of the emerging mission partner environment network implementation. The Army should especially consider technical advances in virtualization and diskless computing solutions that separate computing resources from specific hardware or domain-specific data storage. This technology has the potential to allow significant re-use of network hardware components by Army units across
multiple enclaves, limiting requirements for additional equipment and software. This could yield size and labor advantages across both multinational and SIPRNet networks, as it could allow multiple enclaves to share common hardware, or allow units to rapidly repurpose or reconfigure hardware as required to meet new mission needs. At least two CCMDs have already prototyped this type of environment.⁴¹

There are also some broader conclusions to draw from this study. The AMN presents a compelling case for network federation as the future model for the mission partner network, as opposed to the monolithic shared enclave with lead nation ownership and rigid technical guards. The federation gives each participant nation a vote of ownership over the network, allowing the participant to decide what information is shared and how it operates and secures its respective portion of the network. In recognition of the value the federation principle provides to its partners, NATO is preserving the AMN concept for future operations at the Future Mission Network (FMN). As requested in the 15-star memo, the DoD should ensure its own mission partner environment is closely aligned with that of its largest alliance in order to ensure future operational interoperability with NATO partners, even at the tactical level.

While the 15-star memo provides fresh urgency for determining a common mission partner environment, it represents another milestone along the DoD's long road towards determining the best approach to digital multinational information sharing. While significant, the stated requirement is neither new nor unprecedented. The Army's RAF initiative provides further need for a persistent, enduring mission partner environment. Both the DoD and the Army have long recognized this requirement, with the AMN representing the most significant achievement through the implementation of a command-driven federation that overcame many of the shortcomings inherent in the previous shared enclaves, with their strict technical guards and strict
limitations on sharing of unstructured data. In order to achieve the multinational sharing requirements of regionally aligned forces and future coalition operations, the DoD should direct and resource the Army, along with other component forces, to develop technology that promotes a common mission partner environment in order to support CCMD's mission requirements. Without a sustainable solution fully embraced by the Army (and other services), the mission partner environment will otherwise remain an ad hoc and low priority effort, impeding the RAF initiative and similar efforts to operate and fight with multinational partners as part of the joint force.
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